FINkers United Opens Its Gates to Early Adopters
With FinTP and FINkers United you are stepping into the new open world
for financial transactions processing
Press Release
Dubai, 16 September 2013: On May 24 last year we have launched our project FinTP – the creation of
the first open source application able to process financial transactions, with a niche community around it,
which we chose to name FINkers United.
Ever since the official launch, the FinTP project has gained a lot of interest. It has been appreciated by
financial institutions operating or with interests in Romania, and has become attractive to some software
redistribution companies.
In the meantime, the FinTP project has been included in the EBRD’s Enterprise Growth Programme
(EGP) that assists enterprises in developing their business effectively in a competitive market economy
th
and we have also organized the first FinTP Hackathon on May 15 , event that got our future teammates
involved in the evaluation of the source code quality and documentation, or the ease with which new
functionalities can be developed. Given the received feedback and participants’ enthusiasm, we are
organizing the second edition end of this October.
Now, we are looking to enlarge the FINkers United community with other enthusiast persons and
companies, really interested to turn this bold initiative into a great accomplishment, for everyone involved.
“With payments becoming a commodity in the financial industry comes Allevo’s initiative to transform this
market into a more transparent and collaborative one. The fact that FinTP is open distribution licensed

gives access to the source code to community members and the flexibility to architect their business
infrastructure according to their strategy to adopters. On top, we’ll all be pioneers in this new open
world of financial transactions processing, that we strongly believe will grow larger and larger in the
years to come”, says Sorin Guiman, General Manager Allevo.
“We are confident that, by joining FINkers United, you will become member of a club unified by the mutual
interest of pushing interoperability in financial services to both a syntactic and semantic level” says Dan
Ion Aghelescu, Operations Manager Allevo.
Visit Allevo at Sibos Dubai at stand B97, join the Building an Open Financial Community open debate in

our booth on Tuesday 17th, 15:00-15:30 and find out more about the FinTP project and how you can be
part of this new world that we want to build together.

